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Introduction 

 

For some customers there is a requirement to restrict DCOM/RPC communication 

between Enterprise Vault servers and User workstations within internal networks.  

Additionally it may be necessary to impose restrictions between Enterprise Vault servers 

as well when residing on different VLAN’s or in alternate geographical locations. 

 



 

 



 

 

Test Environment Configuration 

 

It is assumed that anyone reading this document is familiar with all the terminology used 

and has a good understanding of Enterprise Vault and its application in a Windows 

Networked Environment 

 

Network Topologies 

 

Two different physical topologies were used in this test with varying Firewall 

configurations and port restrictions. Essentially this was devised to test the RPC port 

usage, patterns and impact. In all instances all networks are considered to be within a 

corporate environment and open communication over the World Wide Web is 

irrelevant! Whilst only a fairly rudimentary topology design was implemented, this was 

sufficient for the test purposes required and can easily be expanded upon in larger 

more complex environments as the concept is realized. 

Topology One 

This was a basic configuration where all the Infrastructure, Application and Resource 

servers reside on one Network segment and the Client resources reside on a second 

Network segment. Traffic between the two networks is routed through a Microsoft ISA 

firewall using applicable protocol port restrictions. 

Topology Two 

This extended the basic configuration of Topology One to include a third Network. 

Traffic from this network is again routed through the firewall with applicable restrictions 

imposed. One of the Enterprise Vault Servers was moved to this network segment and 

the rules adjusted to allow traffic for the clients to access this server on the additional 

network. A new rule was created to facilitate necessary communication traffic 

between the Enterprise Vault servers. The Network was also included in the Firewall rule 

to allow communication with the Infrastructure servers and Exchange Servers. 

Topology Two – Configuration Two 

Under this configuration port restrictions to the client network were restricted to allow 

only four Outbound ports for DCOM communication. However this configuration 

requires careful consideration and planning and is further extrapolated in the section 



RPC Configuration - Restricting Ports for specific User required Services when using the 

Full Client. 

It needs to be noted that traffic is ROUTED through the Firewall and no Network Address 

Translation (NAT) was used. 

Server Configurations 

The servers used for the requirements of this test all used Windows 2003 R2 Service Pack 

2 Operating System. Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Server Pack 2, Exchange 2003 Service 

Pack 2 and ISA Server 2006 were used for the additional functionality required.  

Enterprise Vault 2007 Service Pack 5 and Enterprise Vault V8 SP1 were tested and 

installed separately with all necessary prerequisite software and configured as a Single 

Site with multiple servers. 

All servers were run within VMWare Workstation 6.5.0 running on Windows Server 2003 R2 

SP2. Multiple VMNet networks were used and Routed as necessary through the ISA 

server configuration. 

All DNS requests were handled by the Domain Controller irrespective of the network 

segment the request originated from. Applicable Firewall rules allowed this. 

Multiple Exchange users were created on both Exchange servers. Applicable Firewall 

rules allowed client access from external networks. 

EVServer1: 

• Configured to have the Site URL point to it.  

• Shopping, Indexing, Storage and Task Controller services were created. 

• Mailbox Archiving Task for Exchange server1 

•  PST-Locater/Collector/Migrator tasks created 

• FSA Archiving Task 

• Provisioning Task targeted all users in Domain 

o First User Group archived from this task to local storage 

o Second User Group archived from this task to Storage on EVServer2 

EVServer2: 

• Shopping, Indexing, Storage and Task Controller services were created. 

• Mailbox Archiving Task for Exchange server2 

• FSA Archiving Task 

•  PSTMigrator task created 

o First User Group archived from this task to local storage 

o Second User Group archived from this task to Storage on EVServer1 



NB:  In all instances, all Archives retained Indexing on the same server where the 

Archive’s associated Storage service resided. 



 

 

RPC Configuration 

 

Computer Wide configuration 

 

Note:  In all Use Cases the Enterprise Vault servers have RPC restrictions set either by 

using the ‘rpccfg.exe’ tool provided with the Microsoft Windows Resource Kit Tools or 

running Dcomcnfg to launch the ‘Component Services’ applet. 

The command used to set this: ‘rpccfg.exe –pe 10001-10051 –d 0’ 

Essentially this allows for TCP communication or RPC Internet communication on the 

relevant port range 

Once the command has been run it is necessary to reboot the server for the changes 

to be effective. 

This results in a registry key and values being created under 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Rpc\Internet 

 

 

To use the ‘Component Services’ utility run Dcomcnfg from a ‘run’ command or within 

cmd.exe. To configure the same port range it is necessary to select the computer -> 

properties -> Default Protocols -> Connection-orientated TCP/IP -> Properties -> Add... 

the relevant port range -> Set ‘Port range assignment’ and ‘Default dynamic port 

allocation’ to ‘Internet Range’ -> ‘OK’ to save and exit – Reboot for the changes to be 

effective. 



 

 

Restricting Ports for specific User required Services when using the Full Client  

 

NB: It is essential to understand the ramifications of configuring the Enterprise Vault 

servers using this technique and the impact it may have on 3rd party applications, 

inherent Windows services or even Enterprise Vault itself. 

Users using the Enterprise Vault ‘Full client’ will predominantly only require access to the 

ports assigned to the DirectoryService, AgentclientbrokerServer and StorageonlineOPNS 

processes for day to day work. Whilst it is possible to set discretionary ports for each of 

these services using the DCOMcnfg applet or editing the Windows Registry directly 

there are a few considerations to take into account. 

These considerations stem from the requirement for other processes/services to have 

access to the computer wide Internet port range previously configured as well and as 

there is no control over which port will be assigned to which process it will be necessary 



to plan accordingly. The best approach would be to configure the computer wide 

range that covers an adequate expanse for dynamic ports as allocation will start from 

the lowest port number. Then using the top part of the range set the necessary 

discretionary ports. An example of this configuration can be seen in Scenario 3 at the 

end of this document. 

 If the computer wide range specified is too small it may result in a port conflict with 

another application as well as unexpected behaviour. 

The following is an error generated when this issue occurs: 

 

As can be seen there is no indication from this what may be causing the conflict. It may 

be possible to identify the executable currently using the port by running the command 

‘netstat –abn’ from a command window. This error was generated by purposefully 

setting the computer range too small and assigning the Directoryservice to have a port 

at the beginning of the range. The port was then allocated to MSMQ on start-up and 

from this it is proven that even though a port has been manually assigned to another 

process, Windows fails to respect that and will allocate the ports on a first come first 

serve basis. Clients then trying to connect to the Directoryservice will get an ‘Access 

Denied’ error. Whilst it may be feasible to identify every process using an RPC Internet 



port and manually configuring its port allocation to avoid conflict it is certainly 

impractical. 

It is imperative to ensure that ports do not conflict. 

 Individual customization of a process creates a value called ‘Endpoints’ under the 

HK_Classes_Root\AppID\{95DCB63F-C982-11D1-90E0-0000F879BE6A}\Endpoints with an 

entry similar too ‘ncacn_ip_tcp,0,<port number>’ (The UUID above is for the 

DirectoryService in this instance) 

To further troubleshoot a port conflict issue it may even be necessary to scan through 

the registry for any conflicting settings on the server or even contact all 3rd party 

vendors to determine if their software uses undisclosed RPC ports in the range you 

require. Software can be developed to launch and request a specific port, either as an 

application configuration or hardcoded setting. 

Setting the three User required processes to use the discretionary ports provides a lot 

more control for Firewall administrators to restrict traffic for Full Client users. While the 

DirectoryService, AgentclientbrokerServer and StorageonlineOPNS processes are 

always required for access, only the server which has the SiteURL pointing to it requires 

having an open port for the DirectoryService. For convenience and ease of use it would 

be better to ensure that all clients have access to all three of these ports on all 

Enterprise Vault servers, especially if using Building Blocks. 

However this would not cater to customers wishing to use the PSTLocator and 

PSTCollector features for discovering PST’s on client machines as this requires additional 

port ranges for communication initiated from the Server running the Locator/Collector 

task for CIFS and RPC to the client. Using the Client side PST Migration feature would 

work in this configuration as this only uses HTTP/s communication. 

 

For additional information on the use of the rpccfg tool and RPC ephemeral ports the 

World Wide Web has many articles available, some of interest are: 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/908472 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/154596/en-us 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms809327.aspx 

 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/908472
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/154596/en-us
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms809327.aspx


Firewall Considerations 

 

When using an Application type firewall such as Microsoft ISA server it is possible that 

the firewall will provide RPC filters. These filters can potentially be part of a firewall rule 

without really being obvious. 

The filters enforce strict DCOM RPC compliance and can hinder some DCOM traffic. It is 

therefore essential when using Enterprise Vault in a segmented network that 

unrestricted DCOM traffic is allowed between Enterprise Vault servers as well as target 

systems (eg: File servers, Exchange etc.) 

On an ISA server the setting is configured on the rule by editing the properties and 

selecting the Filtering Option: ‘Configure RPC protocol’ 

 

Ensure that the ‘Enforce Strict RPC Compliance’ option is deselected: 



 

Essentially when a RPC filter is applied direct DCOM calls are only allowed to registered 

UUID’s that have been configured for applications.  

If this setting is enforced it will result in communication errors in various circumstances. 

Some examples specific to Enterprise Vault: 

Unable to monitor MSMQ queues for remote systems. 

 

 

Potential issues when trying to create remote objects on target servers as can be 

seen from a File System archive run on a file server in a remote network to the 

Enterprise Vault server: 

Errors logged are DCOM event 10009 in the System Log and event 41146 for 

Enterprise Vault File System Archiving Task in the Enterprise Vault Log 



 

 

 

It should be noted that in the above example other RPC communications work fine on 

the server. However drilling into this issue by doing network traces on both source and 

target servers it can be discerned that DCOM communication in operation here is 

getting access denied:  



 

Source Request: 

 

Target Response: 



 

Enterprise Vault and RPC Co-existence 

Enterprise Vault has been developed without any RPC restriction being imposed on the 

software in mind. To this end there is no evaluation of the RPC ports being assigned to 

the respective services when they start up or subsequent processes that the services 

may spawn. 

There is no manner to control the order in which ports are assigned to the various 

services, nor any mechanism of superseding any other application that may require 

RPC ports within the restricted Internet range, such as Microsoft Message Queue.  

For the Use Cases tested below it was deemed satisfactory to allow a 51 port range. 

However the Microsoft recommended minimum is 100 ports.  

This was based on the following criteria when running the ‘netstat –abn’ command on 

the Enterprise Vault servers to determine which services requested ports in the defined 

range: 

• Each of the following services/processes were spawned at least once during the 

tests performed and requested 1 port while being monitored: Lsass, Mqsvc, 

DirectoryService, AdminService, IndexBroker, Storagecrawler, AgentclientBroker, 

Authserver, StorageonlineOPNS, StorageCrawler,TaskController, MMC. 

• The Indexbroker service can launch up to as many instances of Indexserver 

processes as required, however should default to a maximum of 30. 

There are many other EV processes that could request DCOM/RPC ports in this range 

and as such in production it would be advisable to implement at least 100 ports in this 

range and increase if necessary. Once in production observation will be required on 

the Enterprise Vault servers to ensure that the allocated range of ports do not become 

depleted when the servers are operating at full capacity in a large distributed 

environment. 

Currently the Enterprise Vault Full Client requires DCOM/RPC communication to these 

services for the following operations: 

� Manual archive support 

� User selection of Retention Category 

� User selection of Archive 

� User control of shortcut creation 

� User control of deletion of original item 

 

� Mailbox properties Enterprise Vault settings tab 

� Display of settings 

� Changing settings 

 



� Mailbox folder properties Enterprise Vault settings tab 

� Display of settings 

� Changing settings  

 

� Message properties Enterprise Vault settings tab 

� Display of settings 

� Changing settings 

 

For all other operations it is only necessary to have access to the Enterprise Vault servers 

over port 80 or 443 by default for HTTP/s traffic. 



 

 

Use Cases 

Server Resources separated from Clients 

 

In this scenario a fairly straightforward approach is undertaken whereby clients reside 

on one network and all the server resources on an alternate network. There are no 

restrictions between the servers and clients have necessary access to their Exchange 

servers and Domain controllers for Authentication and Outlook usage.  ‘rpccfg.exe –pe 

10001-10051 –d 0’ was run to set the port range and two Enterprise Vault (EV) specific 

firewall rules created to support HTTP traffic between the client and EV Servers and one 

for RPC traffic requirements using TCP port 135 (RPC endpoint mapper port)  and TCP 

port range 10001-10051 for OutBound Traffic as per the diagram below: 

Firewalled Ethernet System

Scenario 1AD Domain Controller

DNS Server

SQL Server 2005

Exchange 

2003 Servers

EVServer1

EVSite URL

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

EVServer2

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

ISA 2006 Server

Networks configured to Route Data

Rule1 – Access for clients to DC and Exchange servers

Rule2 – HTTP/s access for clients to EV Servers

Rule3 – Restricted RPC traffic for clients to EVServers

On OutBound traffic – TCP Ports 135, 10001-10051

NOT TESTED
Would require RPCoverHTTP

Or Reverse Proxy configuration and 

advertisement of the EVSite URL 

on the World Wide Web

 

 

Tests Performed 

 



• Manual archiving and customization/review of Outlook folder properties for EV 

settings. 

• Restore Operations 

• User Search and ArchiveExplorer from within Outlook and IE 

• Client Side PST migration 

 

Enterprise Vault on separate Firewalled Networks and Clients on separate Network. 

 

In this, a slightly more complex scenario is undertaken whereby clients reside on one 

network , one EV server on its own network and the remaining EV server and additional 

server resources on an alternate network. There are no restrictions between the 

machines residing on each individual network, the EV servers and clients have 

necessary access to their Exchange servers and Domain controllers for Authentication 

and Outlook usage.  ‘rpccfg.exe –pe 10001-10051 –d 0’ was run to set the port range 

and two Enterprise Vault (EV) specific firewall rules created to support HTTP traffic 

between the client network and EV Servers and one for RPC traffic requirements using 

TCP port 135 (RPC endpoint mapper port)  and TCP port range 10001-10051 for 

OutBound Traffic. An additional rule was created to facilitate traffic between the EV 

Servers. This required at minimum HTTP/CIFS/MSMQ/RPC as per the diagram below 

(MSMQ configured as per http://support.microsoft.com/kb/178517/EN-US and 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/183293 -- additional ports were noticed and added to 

the range): 

 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/178517/EN-US
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/183293


Firewalled Ethernet System

Scenario 2

EV Servers on Seperated Networks

AD Domain Controller

DNS Server

SQL Server 2005

Exchange 

2003 Servers

EVServer1

EVSite URL

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

EVServer2

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

ISA 2006 Server

Networks configured to Route Data

Rule1 – Access for clients to DC and Exchange servers

Rule2 – HTTP/s access for clients to EV Servers

Rule3 – Restricted RPC traffic for clients to EVServers

On OutBound traffic – TCP Ports 135, 10001-10051

Rule4 – Restricted RPC/HTTP/CIFS/MSMQ for EV Svrs

Ports 135,80,445,1801, 2101-2107,3527UDP-send, 10001-10051

NOT TESTED
Would require RPCoverHTTP

Or Reverse Proxy configuration and 

advertisement of the EVSite URL 

on the World Wide Web

 

Tests Performed 

 

• Manual archiving and customization/review of Outlook folder properties for EV 

settings. 

• Restore Operations 

• User Search and ArchiveExplorer from within Outlook and IE 

• Client Side PST migration 

• Scheduled Archive runs on both servers 

• Tested index rebuilds (Note – Archive Index mapped to local StorageService) 

 

 

 



Restricting DCOM ports for Day to Day Client Use 

 

In this scenario the configuration from Scenario 2 was leveraged and some additional 

discretionary port range refinements included.  ‘rpccfg.exe –pe 10001-10051 –d 0’ was 

run on the EV servers to set the port range and two Enterprise Vault (EV) specific firewall 

rules created to support HTTP traffic between the client network and EV Servers and one 

for RPC traffic requirements using TCP port 135 (RPC endpoint mapper port) and TCP 

port range 10045-10047 for OutBound Traffic. DCOMCNFG was used on the EV Servers 

to set the DCOM Endpoints identically on both servers – 

• DirectoryService: Port 10045 

•  AgentclientbrokerServer: Port 10046 

• StorageonlineOPNS: Port 10047 

 

This creates the following registry entry: 



 

An additional rule was created to facilitate traffic between the EV Servers. This required 

at minimum HTTP/CIFS/MSMQ/RPC as per the diagram below (MSMQ configured as per 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/178517/EN-US and 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/183293 -- additional ports were noticed and added to 

the range): 

 

Firewalled Ethernet System

Scenario 3

Discretionary Ports for Client Use

AD Domain Controller

DNS Server

SQL Server 2005

Exchange 

2003 Servers

EVServer1

EVSite URL

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

EVServer2

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

ISA 2006 Server

Networks configured to Route Data

Rule1 – Access for clients to DC and Exchange servers

Rule2 – HTTP/s access for clients to EV Servers

Rule3 – Restricted RPC traffic for clients to EVServers

On OutBound traffic – TCP Ports 135, 10045-10047

Rule4 – Restricted RPC/HTTP/CIFS/MSMQ for EV Svrs

Ports 135,80,445,1801, 2101-2107,3527UDP-send, 10001-10051

NOT TESTED
Would require RPCoverHTTP

Or Reverse Proxy configuration and 

advertisement of the EVSite URL 

on the World Wide Web

AgentClientBrokderServer – Port 10046

DirectoryService – Port 10045

StorageonlineOPNS – Port 10047

Set Static Endpoint in DCOMcnfg for 

Connection-orientated TCP/IP

 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/178517/EN-US
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/183293


Tests Performed 

 

• Manual archiving and customization/review of Outlook folder properties for EV 

settings. 

• Restore Operations 

• User Search and ArchiveExplorer from within Outlook and IE 

• Client Side PST migration 

• Scheduled Archive runs on both servers 

• Tested index rebuilds (Note – Archive Index mapped to local StorageService) 

• PST Locator/Collector runs – FAILED for machines on client network 

 

Inclusion of File System Archive targets 

 

In this scenario the same configuration as was used for Scenario 3 was leveraged and 

the Exchange servers were doubled up as File servers. The EV FSA services were installed 

on the two exchange servers and Shares configured as FSA targets for archiving 

purposes. All rules on the Firewall were adjusted to ensure that not RPC Filters were 

being enforced (See Firewall Considerations). While rules with RPC Filters allowed EV to 

work for the most part FSA will fail to proceed due to a requirement on WMI calls to 

obtain System Drive information on remote Windows file servers. (Note that Netapp and 

Celerra devices configured as File servers were not tested). 



 
Firewalled Ethernet System

Scenario 4

Discretionary Ports for Client Use

FSA Targets

AD Domain Controller

DNS Server

SQL Server 2005

Exchange 2003 Server 2

Single FSA Target 

EVServer1

EVSite URL

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

FSA Task targeting both Exchange Servers

EVServer2

Index/Storeage/Shopping/Task Controller 

Services

Mbx and PST tasks

FSA Task Targeting 1st Exchange Server

ISA 2006 Server

Networks configured to Route Data

Rule1 – Access for clients to DC and Exchange servers

Rule2 – HTTP/s access for clients to EV Servers

Rule3 – Restricted RPC traffic for clients to EVServers

On OutBound traffic – TCP Ports 135, 10045-10047

Rule4 – Restricted RPC/HTTP/CIFS/MSMQ for EV Svrs

Ports 135,80,445,1801, 2101-2107,3527UDP-send, 10001-10051

No RPC Filters applied on any rules

NOT TESTED
Would require RPCoverHTTP

Or Reverse Proxy configuration and 

advertisement of the EVSite URL 

on the World Wide Web

AgentClientBrokderServer – Port 10046

DirectoryService – Port 10045

StorageonlineOPNS – Port 10047

Set Static Endpoint in DCOMcnfg for 

Connection-orientated TCP/IP

Exchange 2003 Server 2

Two FSA Targets

Each archived by EV1 and 

EV2 respectively

 

Tests Performed 

 

• Manually initiated archive runs of the File servers . 

• Restore Operations of files from clients 

• User Search and ArchiveExplorer from within IE 

• Scheduled Archive runs on both servers 

• Manually initiated Reporting Scans 

• Repeated tests performed as per scenario 3 for Exchange archiving purposes. 



 

 

Conclusion 

 

� It is possible to implement a RPC restricted environment through a combination 

of Software configuration (rpccfg) or using Component Services Applet 

(Dcomcnfg) and Firewall rules to reduce the number of Ephemeral RPC ports 

used by Enterprise Vault and other applications with careful planning and due 

diligence. 

� There are limiting factors such as requirements for RPC traffic to be Routed 

between networks due to potential NAT incompatibility, or where traffic is 

severely restricted to only HTTP/s communication due to Corporate Policies.  

� External influences if using specific discretionary ports for User side processes can 

result in unexpected behaviour and potentially troublesome to implement and 

maintain. 

� Communication between Enterprise Vault servers on separated networks require 

additional protocols and port ranges to facilitate open communication between 

all the Enterprise Vault processes, Infrastructure servers and targeted application 

servers. However overall RPC communication can still be limited. 
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